MOBILE SOLUTIONS

OUT OF THE BOX THINKING – IN A BOX
Damen Mobile Solutions offer a range of convenient applications for diverse requirements onshore, nearshore and offshore. Standard 20 ft and 40 ft containers are outfitted with a variety of equipment for easy transportation anywhere in the world, by road, rail or water.

**FLEXIBLE**

Damen Mobile Solutions are standard, yet extremely versatile. Applications include:
- Workshops
- Storage facilities
- Offices
- Power supply
- Operation rooms
- Kitchens
- Accommodations units
- Sanitary units
- Water purification units
- Rescue units
- Cool storage
- Ballast water treatment

**READY WHEN YOU ARE**

Damen supplies its Mobile Solutions units ready for use. The mobile Power Supply, for example, comes complete with a powerful diesel driven generator set, integrated exhaust system, fuel tank, lighting, safety devices and power connections. The unit is completely plug and play.
The Mobile Solutions containers can also be outfitted as living space, providing a comfortable retreat from the working environment. Possibilities include accommodation, rest areas and kitchen facilities.
DISASTER RELIEF
The Mobile Solutions container is perfectly adapted to form the component parts of an independent disaster relief package to support humanitarian missions.

The containers can be outfitted to fulfill many of the requirements of a disaster relief mission. Included in this are medical and sanitary areas, power generation, water treatment facilities and water and food storage (reefer) containers.

The Mobile Solutions disaster relief system can be operated independent of any external energy source, ensuring that there is always power, no matter what event has taken place.

It is our mission to be as close to our customers as possible, in order to provide the highest levels of service. This is why you will find our over 50 ship and repair yards, Service Hubs, naval architects, sales offices and marine components facilities at strategic locations on six continents.